Across the country, classrooms are being transformed into engaging, vibrant spaces that facilitate collaboration, creativity and independent learning.

Innovative learning spaces, as described by the NSW Department of Education, are designed to:

- be mobile, flexible, varied and connected
- support opportunities for students to learn independently and in small and large groups
- support collaborative learning and teaching for students and teachers
- provide students with choice of where and how they learn
- adapt to accommodate learning modes and technology
- provide optimum learning conditions such as temperature, light and acoustics

Screen-ED® is a portable acoustic desk divider specifically designed to temporarily create individual workspaces within a collaborative work area - complementing the teaching style and the new furniture. The addition of the whiteboard surface now allows students to brainstorm, share their ideas, present to the class as well as concentrate in a private zone.

"Over the past two years most of our classrooms have been converted from the old single desk model to 21st Century collaborative zones to reflect the changing nature of the modern classroom. A number of staff had expressed concern about the process of running assessment tasks within the collaborative spaces. The desk dividers are the perfect solution to this problem."

Michael Burden.
Leader of Information Literacy & Innovation
St Clare’s College

"We had been looking for flexible, affordable dividers for some time, and Mumble By Design’s are perfect. They enable us to transform group tables to individual learning spaces in an instant. We’re very happy with them."

Paula Herlinger
Library Services Specialist
Arthur Holt Library
Trinity Grammar School

This is just what I needed. Every classroom should have a pack! I have been using books / binder folders when separating the children and they fall over and are more of a hindrance than a help. I like that they fold flat and do not take up space in the classroom."

Teacher

Sounds like a solution

mumblebydesign.com
**DESIGNER:**
Mumble® By Design: Australian Registered Design No. 201714159

**PACKAGING:**
1 carry bag with 5 screens per carton

**COMPOSITION:**
100% PET (60% recycled) and is fully recyclable

**WEIGHT:**
2.9 kg per box

**DIMENSIONS:**
393mm (h) x 476mm (w) x 24mm (d) (inc feet)
Size can be customised upon special request

**PANEL THICKNESS:**
9mm

**COLOURS:**
Available in a variety of colours (Navy/Grey colours recommended in schools to hide pen marks and dirt)

**AVAILABLE OPTION:**
Whiteboard surface on one side

**SOUND ABSORPTION:**
Intertek ISO354: 2003 NRC VALUE: 0.80

**FIRE TESTS:**
Early Fire Hazard Properties (AS/NZS 1530.3)
ASTM E84 A Level/EN 13501-1 B Level

**LOW VOC:**
Materials are nontoxic, non-irritant and odourless / Oeko-Tex 100

**CARE:**
Remove spills immediately using damp, clean cloth. Carpet and fabric cleaners can be used

**BENEFITS:**
The optional whiteboard surface can be used for brainstorming, sharing ideas, presenting to the class and separating students for independent tasks

It’s perfect for testing

It’s perfect for temporarily separating students using shared spaces

The screen is made of sound absorbing material which offers additional acoustic control in a space where noise levels can be distracting

The lightweight portable screen can easily be placed on any desk to provide a private workspace, minimising distraction

The screen is simple to set up, take down and pack away. Screens can be stacked flat for easy storage in their handy storage bag

The screen fits any desk/surface – with no mounting, clamping or bolting. Unlike other dividing screens (like a slide-on screen) it does not need to be customised to fit the vast range of desk styles and configurations

It’s eco-friendly as it is fully recyclable, nontoxic, non-irritant and odourless

Unlike the makeshift cardboard options that some teachers have been using, it is not flimsy in its function and is durable
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